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THE DATA LAKE COMEBACK:
TOP TIPS FOR LAUNCHING
YOUR ENTERPRISE DATA LAKE
Expert tips, best practices and insights gleaned from the recent
AWSInsider.net Webcast, “Activating the Enterprise Data Lake at Last.”
Your Experts:
Corey Quinn, Chief Cloud
Economist, ChaosSearch
Thomas Hazel, CTO & Founder,
ChaosSearch
Jeremy Foran, Head of Data
Analytics, BAI Communications

Insight #2: However, AWS’
Native Data Lake Tools
Don’t Make Sense
“S3 is one of the best services Amazon
created. It’s great. However, to get
insights and derive value, you have to
move data out to stand-up solutions
to consume that data. And this is from
their own blog of how to best utilize
a lake: You first move it out, then you
move it back in. And sometimes you
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Insight #1: It Just Makes
Sense To Move Your Data 		
to a Cloud-based Data Lake
“Every cloud provider has a backing store of cloud storage, whether
it’s Amazon S3, GCP or Azure. And
we’re finding that it’s a natural act to
send your data to a data lake, and then
ultimately provide analysis of all your
workloads: operational, business intelligence, really anything with respect to
your company operations. Data lakes
are really the opportunity to store,
access and analyze everything effectively, securely, reliably.” —T.H.
move it around … it’s just not smart.”
“With traditional data lakes, you
then have to move your data out, and
sometimes you have to transform it, so
you do these big EMR workloads using
Hadoop to transform it, to put it into
shape—it’s just such a bad idea. And
if we’re talking about time to value, [it
may take] a week or two to get access
to your data from the data lake after
the fact. It really isn’t activated, and
doesn’t’ make much sense.” —T.H.

Insight #3: Moving Your Data
Lake Data Around in AWS
Costs You Money
“Data movement, of course, is always
the problem. When you move data
out of S3 to the general Internet, and
it starts off at a price point that’s the
same as storing that data in S3 for
three complete months. That’s not
really a great scenario, because that
quickly becomes ‘well, we can’t move
the data because we tried that once,
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and we’re still reeling from
the bill shock.’ So what do
we do with it? Well, we
kind of don’t—it just sort of
sits there and accumulates
dust.” —C.Q.

What if you could do analytics, machine learning, etc.,
where DevOps [and] SecOps people, your business
analysts, your data scientists, go directly to that lake?
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Insight #4: Meet
the ‘No-Movement’
Movement for Data
“Let’s meet this data in your lake. How
do you provide analytics such that you
don’t have to move data out, move
data back in, move it around all your
services?”
“Siloed databases are a nightmare to
manage, a nightmare to pay for. Think
about all the different use cases you
can have in your life, and the idea of
dumping all these streams of data—
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IoT, weblog center, database, operational, social feeds—into one dedicated
stream to your lake. That’s happening
today, that’s not the problem. It’s just
the idea that you have to move it out
to do the insights. But what if you
could do analytics, machine learning, etc., where DevOps [and] SecOps
people, your business analysts, your
data scientists, go directly to that lake?
Quickly, seamlessly get access to it

without that movement, without that complexity? And really,
without that cost? Now you can, with
ChaosSearch.” —T.H.

Insight #5: ChaosSearch
Saves Money and Improves
Business Insights
“ChaosSearch also solved our retention problem. How do we afford to
keep these logs for so long? We have
this data there, you have a dashboard
for us, what are some of the things we
can do? Can we start getting alarms
when you don’t see information over
a certain amount of time? Can we
start doing anomaly detection? We
can start activating this data lake that,
previously, was just storing things. And
that’s becoming really interesting to
us, because it’s removing some of the
costs associated with those big, fancy
analytics solutions that want a ton of
data. That’s really exciting for us. It
means we can apply it to other parts of
the business.” —J.F.
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Want more?
You can watch a replay of the
webcast here. Find out more
about the Chaossearch
Data Lake Platform here.

